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KEPORT OF COMMISSIONERS.

In presenting the fourth annual report of your commis-

sioners, in which the work performed upon the resei^vation

is shown in detail by the annexed report of the superintend-

ent, we beg to point out in advance that the efforts of your

commissioners, through lack of funds necessary to improve

the property, have been severely handicapped.

In our third annual report we called attention to the

necessity of appropriating not less than $15,000, to be used

mainly for the purpose of acquiring certain properties, in

order to adjust the reservation boundaries to the public

highways. It seemed to your commissioners that the prop-

erty of the Commonwealth, when used for public purposes,

as is this reservation, should not be hemmed in fi'om the

main avenues of travel by private holdings, which is the

case in certain portions of the park under the present con-

ditions.

It is also imperative, in the opinion of your commis-

sioners, that roads be established upon the reservation as

-oon as practicable, in order that the pubhc may enjoy its

beauties, which at the present time are practically inacces-

sible, excepting under conditions ^hich would hardly seem

creditable in a pleasure ground of the Commonwealth.

In order to better illustrate what is required in this direc-

tion, we have had prepared a map showing the proposed

roads, by which it will be seen that a large poitiou of the

reservation in its present condition can only be approached
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with difficulty, while by the establishment of the proposed

roads it would be opened to the public, and many of the

most beautiful portions of the reservation brought into

general use.

The county appropriation has been barely sufficient in the

past to cover the cost of maintenance, and thus the Com-
monwealth through its commissioners is utterly unable,

owing to lack of necessary funds, to improve the property

and make it accessible and enjoyable. The natural condi-

tions are such that, with reasonable expenditures, it could be

made one of the most attractive features in the entire park

system of the Commonwealth. It stands in the same relative

position to the central part of the State that the metropolitan

park system does to Suffolk County and its surroundings.

It might not be amiss to point out at this time the relative

position of Worcester County as regards the remaining por-

tion of the State, by way of emphasizing the importance of

developing this beautiful property.

Worcester County alone contains 1,600 square miles, or

nearly 20 per cent, of the entire area of the State. Its

population is over 350,000, and its valuation is about

$250,000,000. These facts should in our opinion command

the serious attention and thought of our legislators, and

convince them of the importance of acceding to the requests

of your commissioners, and thus enable them to furnish the

playground to which such an important part of the Com-

monwealth is justly entitled.

As far as the limited appropriations would admit, your

commissioners have done all that has been possible to make

the reservation attractive to the residents of the cities and

towns in its vicinity ; and the yearly increase of visitors is

practical evidence that, with the much-needed improvements

already mentioned, this resers^ation could be made one of

the most creditable and enjoyable possessions of the Com-

monwealth.

In order to put into effect the suggestions contained in

this report, your commissioners estimate that not less than

$15,000 will be required, and an appropriation of that

amount is hereby respectfully requested.
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Annexed will be found the report of oiu* superintendent,

giving details of work performed, and desired improvements

for the future ; also the financial report of the commissioners,

showins: receipts and disbursements dui'ing the past year,

all of which is

Respectfully submitted,

A. C. BULLOCK,
HAROLD PARKER,
T. L. HARLOW,

Canwiissioners.
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FIJN^AI^CIAL STATEMENT.

Receipts.

Balance Jan. 1, 1903, $2,642 07

Disbursements.

Repairs to roads, $1,100 00

Engineering pay roll, 663 62

Clerical and office expense, 203 75

Balance, 674 70

2,642 07

Balance in hands of State Treasurer, f674 70
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KEPOKT OF SUPEEINTEXDEjS^T.

Princeton, Mass., Jan. 1, 1904.

To the Wachusett Mountain State Reservation Commission.

Gextlemen :— I have the honor to submit herewith my
fourth annual report. You have been advised from time to

time of the routine work which has been under way during

the past year, and it will be necessary to touch upon only

a few matters concerning what has been done.

Echo Lake dam has been entirely rebuilt, and a substantial

flume for regulating the level of the water in the lake has

been put in the centre of the dam. The water level has been

raised two feet higher than formerly, giving a maximum
depth of about eleven feet. The top of the dam is to be

used as a driving road, to form part of a system of roads to

be built. The water in the lake has been drawn olf, and the

bottom thoroughly cleaned of stumps and mud.

About two miles of deer fence have been constructed, mak-

ing a total area of enclosure of about sixt}^ acres. Within

this enclosure are deer, elk and Angora goats. There are

also twenty mallard ducks on Echo Lake. In addition to

these, we have purchased from the Blue Mountain Forest

Association deer and elk, which have as yet not been

delivered.

The house for your superintendent has been completed

and the grading nearly finished. The office adjoins the

house, and contains a fireproof vault for maps and papers,

etc. AVater is piped from Echo Lake to the building with

sufficient head to give good fire service.

The new location of the road at the Ox Bow was opened

to public travel in the spring, although the final surfacing

was not completed at that time, as it was deemed advisable

to have a season's travel over the road first.
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The Summit House is in urgent need of extensive repairs

to make it suitable for public use.

There have been but two arrests the past year, both of

which were for the violation of our rule forbiddins^ enterino-

the reservation with an automobile.

Our experience has demonstrated the futilitj^ of trying to

clean up the vast area of decrepit trees and dense underbrush

on the reservation for any immediate results ; and after going

over the ground with Mr. Theodore F. Borst, forest engi-

neer, it has seemed to me advisable to devote much of our

energy and means toward reforesting with trees more adapted

to the reservation by nature, and- gradually clean out this

undesirable growth, substituting therefor white pine and

spruce, and developing and encouraging the young hard

woods now coming up. Of course the work will make
very little immediate showing, but it seems to me this is

the only solution of the problem that confronts us in regard

to the woods on this reservation. Future generations will

profit by our beginning, and ultimatel}^ the reservation will

be covered with a forest that will yield a revenue from con-

servative lumbering sufficient to carr}^ on the work of the

reservation. To that end I outline the mode of procedure

I deem advisable to adopt.

First of all, there should be located and built for the

pleasure of the public, for marketing the wood, and for

fire guards, a system of main roads, which should be so

laid out as to take in the most attractive features of the

reservation and to give access to the same from diflferent

points on the circumscribing highways, and as the topog-

raphy of the ground will best allow. The area enclosed

by these main roads should then be subdivided into areas

of from fifteen to twenty acres each, by trails, cart or bridle

paths, as the grades may determine, thus enabling us to

confine a forest fire to one of these areas. For administra-

tion purposes, each of these subdivisions, trails, etc., ma}^

be lettered or numbered, as fulh^ shown on the map accom-

panying this report. Our great and ever-present danger is

from fire, and that must be guarded against in some such

manner, as outlined above.
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We have been steadily at work on the contour map, which

shows contours at five-foot intervals, and it is practically

finished, thus enabling us to lay out the main roads and trails

to the best advantage, and with the proper appropriation

this may be taken up in the early spring. As the matter

now stands, the greater portion of the reservation is inacces-

sible to the public, and in nearly nine miles of outside

boundar}^ lines there is but one road which leads to the sum-

mit, and no road into the interior of the reservation. There

are quantities of wood to be gotten out, if we have roads to

carry it upon ; and in the tree-planting work roads will be

a necessity. These roads and trails may safely be burned

Qver each year by having chemical extinguishers at hand,

and kept free from any growth, proving effectual fire guards.

After having l)uilt the roads and trails, each section may be

treated by itself, under the direction of a forest engineer,

and a certain area reforested each year, thus systematizing

the work
;
and, with our cord wood, intermediate yields and

final harvest, we may expect good returns from a very

promising investment. About 25 per cent, of our area is

either open pasture or what might be termed waste lands.

This should be planted to spruce and pine, as an investment

;

but, even from an aesthetic stand-point, what could be

more interesting and instructive to the general public than

to watch a new forest gradually develop in waste land ?

To this end it becomes necessary to first establish a nursery

for raising seedlings ; these could get a fine start the first

year, while we were building roads and trails, and the third

year we would be in a position to supply all our needs for

each year's planting.

Such a nursery could be established at a small expense,

and an ideal location presents itself on the Woodward parcel

adjoining the reservation, which is already a very promising-

stand of young pine, and which is also needed for adminis-

trative purpose, as set forth in our last annual report.

It is my intention to photograph the sections of the reser-

vation as the work progresses, and keep a photographic

record of all work.

To revert again to the fire problem, I wish to emphasize
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the necessity of the roads to enable us to get chemicals and

tools for fire fighting on the danger ground in the shortest

possible time ; and 1 earnestly recommend that pole box

telephones be placed upon the summit and at out-lying

points on the reservation, connected with headquarters, for

the purpose of quickly notifying headquarters of any danger

of fire, for police purposes, for administrative purposes, and

incidentally for hotel use at Summit House. This would

mean but a slight expense after the first cost, and might be

the means of preventing a disastrous fire.

It is my intention, with your permission, to construct a

relief map of the mountain, from the contour map, to be

used in forestry work, and also as an exhibit of interest to

the public.

In my judgment, the sum needed to purchase the necessary

lands for completing the reservation and for building the

main driving roads and doing the other necessary develop-

ment work would be not less than $20,000.

I submit herewith a map, showing in a general way the

scheme as I have outlined it, and also two parcels of land

which we should acquire to complete our boundaries and

provide for nurseries.

Hoping that this plan will meet Avith 3 our favor, I am,

Very respectfully yours.

GUY H. CHASE,
Superintendent.
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